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None
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Many repeated once for a total of eight (8) units

III. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
Practical experience managing individuals and small groups within a non-commercial and
commercial radio station. A laboratory experience for understanding the dynamics of motivating
people to perform creatively and skillfully within the skill sets required of a radio management
team. Performance of key tasks which operate a digital radio software system; supervising the
programming and scheduling of radio station formats.

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES
When a student completes this course she/he will be able to:

A. Describe and analyze program formats for radio such as music, news, news-talk, and
international, multi-cultural formats.

B. Evaluate, operate and manage a radio station music library
C. Delegate on-air writing assignments and production assignments.
D. Delineate elements of and delegate on-air performance schedules
E. Integrate and evaluate management techniques to promote a learning organization.
F. Identify, describe, and evaluate both verbally and in written reports the on-air and off

air performances of students enrolled in BCST 130 and BCST 131.
G. Describe and demonstrate managerial knowledge and skills by conducting a

minimum of two team meetings during the semester.
H. Demonstrate a command of digital radio programming software such as RCS

Selector and Linker.
I. Delegate and evaluate programming strategies and production scheduling.

V. COURSE CONTENT
A. Radio station programming strategies and practices
B. Maintaining an archive system for incoming music
C. Editing on-air news, public affairs, and promotions assignments
D. Designing a schedule for on-air daily performances
E. Current organizational design techniques (research and practice)
F. Breathing and voice control
G. Radio station production and news
H. RCS Selector and Linker operations.



VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Sample assignments include

1. Weekly reading assignments re: radio programming strategies and practices
2. Written study of software used for music archive
3. Written editing assignments to include analysis of editing techniques
4. Reading assignments re: radio station scheduling practices
5. Reading assignments re: organizational design
6. Practice sessions for breathing techniques and voice techniques
7. Written report on individual practicum on RCS based digital equipment

8. Evaluation
1. Quizzes and exams to evaluate mastery of each instructional objective
2. Midterm exam evaluates mastery of program format analysis, management

of a radio station music library, delegation of writing and production
assignments, and evaluation of management techniques.

3. Final exam evaluates critiques of on and oft-air performances, command of
digital radio programming software, and evaluation of program strategies and
production scheduling.

4. Oral presentation measures hands-on skills and theoretical understanding of
digital software operations.

5. Visual observation during weekly practicums measures student mastery of
radio management techniques and practices.

C. Textbook and other materials
1. Required textbooks such as:

a. Kline, Peter and Bernard Saunders, Ten Steps to a Learning
Organization. Artlington, VA: Great Ocean Publishers, 1997.

b. Keith, Michael C. The Radio Station, 4th ed. Boston, MA: Focal Press,
1997.

2. Related readings from industry trade journals and daily newspapers

VII. REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION
Credit/Degree Applicable (meets all standards of Title V, Section 455002 (a)


